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General radiative transfer equation (using coordintates: z, µ=cos(θ), φ) 

z θ 

φ 

I=(I,Q,U,V)T      Radiation field (Stokes column vector) 
K   4x4 extinction matrix 
Z   4x4 phase matrix (describing scattering) 
σ   4x1 emission column vector 
B   Blackbody radiance at temperature T  (due to LTE) 
 

Frequency dependence is implicit 

Detailed energy balance 

GOAL of ATM: To fully understand, describe                                  and 
solve this equation in the Earth’s Atmosphere from 0 to 1.6 THz 
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Simple transmission 
model easy to build, 

BUT… 
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Today we know that the nature of “continuum-like” absorption in clear 
sky conditions is collision induced absorption involving pairs such as 

O2-O2, N2-N2, O2-N2, O2-H2O and N2-H2O 

Collision-induced absortion 

“Dry” 
continuum 

“Wet” 
continuum 



Experimental basis for refined models: Direct measurements with 
FTS experiments at Mauna Kea, Chajnantor & Sout Pole  

Characteristics of CSO-FTS 
•  Mounted on Cassegrain 

focus of telescope for 
dedicated obs. runs. 

•  Detector: 3He cooled 
Bolometer 

•  Moving arm: 50 cm             
~ 200 MHz resolution 

•  Filters: 7 different (165 to 
1600 GHz) 
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A wide set of these spectra was 
obtained at Mauna Kea, Chajnantor 
and the South Pole 



O2 and N2 collision  
induced absorption 
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H2O collision-induced 
absorption 
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ATM model 
compared to 

different 
data sets   



O2 

Paramagnetic molecule: Coupling of its 
permanent dipole moment with and external 
magnetic field causes ZEEMAN SPLITTING. 

Modeling this effect is rather complex because 
of anisotropy, polarization, etc… 
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π σ- σ+ 

Transitions π (ΔM=0): Radiation linearly 
polarized in the direction of the  
geomagnetic field. 

Transitions σ (ΔM=±1): Radiation 
circularly polarized (right-hand or left-hand 
in the plane perpendicular to the direction 
of the geomagnetic field. 

We should expect differencies in the line 
profile depending on the line of sight, the 
type of polarization detected, and the 
orientation of our detector with the 
geomagnetic field.  

Experiment at POM2. SIS 
receiver and 
autocorrelator providing 
39 kHz resolution and 4.53 
MHz of total band. 



We use this approach to study polarization introduced 
in the gas phase by Zeeman splitting on O2 lines 

Refractivity is a complex matrix 

Angle between direction of 
propagation and geomagnetic field 

16O18O line at 234 GHz 

σ+	

σ-	
 σ-	


σ+	


Another way of performing the radiative 
transfer: Propagate fields and take the 
average of the Poynting’s vector 





Hydrometeors contribution (absoprtion, scattering, phase…) 

  

H2O O2 

O3 
N2O 

NO SO2 

snow Liquid water aerosols Wet snow Hale   



In ATM:  
•  Phase Matrix calculations from M. I Mishchenko (prolate and oblate spheroids 
with azimuthaly random distribution, or T-matrix method for spheres.  

•  Refraction indexes from literature. 

•  RT using DDA method from Evans et al.  

•  Single scattering assumed within each layer. 

•  Lambertzian, Fresnel and other surface types. 



¿Is it possible that TBV-TBH (K)<0? 

TBV<TBH                TBV>TBH 

85 GHz July 98 
Sobre los Tropics 

IR 

4-5 km resolution 

10-12 
km 





Atmospheric  
Phase fluctuations  



Imaginary part (absorption) 
Real part (phase delay or 
pathlength variation) 

Is a complex number  



8.47 µm pathlength / µm PWV 
6.65 µm/µm 

10.41 µm/µm 

612 µm 462 µm 353 µm 





Phase fluctuations: Correction using 183 GHz water vapor radiometers!

a!

Impossible d'afficher l'image. Votre ordinateur manque peut-être de mémoire pour ouvrir l'image ou l'image est endommagée. Redémarrez l'ordinateur, puis ouvrez à nouveau le fichier. Si le x rouge est toujours affiché, vous devrez peut-être supprimer l'image 
avant de la réinsérer.

Observing Frequency: 230.5 GHz, PWV to phase conversion factor: 1.944 deg/µm!

Time since the beginning of the observation (min) on Nov. 25, 2001!



Latest ATM work: CASPER experiment at Concordia Station, Antarctica (2015)  
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Latest ATM work: CASPER experiment at Concordia Station, Antarctica (2015)  

Next: We are going to make cross-comparisons with WVR and F-IR experiments on site. 



•  1985 IRAM Internal Report (J. Cernicharo) 
•  80 ’s Implementation on IRAM instruments 
•  1993 1st Extension of ATM: minor components 
•  1995 Adaptation for remote sensing research 
•  1996 Ph. D. disertation of J.R. Pardo 
•  1996-7 Beginning of FTS work at the CSO 
•  1998 Supra-THz windows measured 
•  1999 Hydrometeors Abs. & Scattering included 
•  2000 Dispersive phase included 
•  2001 Publication of results on continuum terms 
•  2002 Beginning of work on array simulator and ALMA software 
•  2003 ALMA-ATM library available. ATM software for APEX. 
•  2004-2011 C++ Implementation for ALMA and related research 
•  2011 C++ Implementation of ATM for ALMA completed 
2012-2015 ALMA operations     2015  CASPER collaboration 

Development of the 
Atmospheric 
Transmission at 
Microwaves model 
and related research 


